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Abstract—We synthesized a loosely packed submicrometer
silica-sphere (LPSS) monolayer at room temperature and used
the LPSS monolayer as the frontside light-trapping structure
for n-i-p-type amorphous Si (a-Si) solar cells (SCs) to improve
photovoltaic characteristics of the cells. The frontside LPSS monolayer plays a role as a UV–visible light scatter and a broadband
antireflector; both can greatly improve the photoresponse of the
underneath a-Si adsorbed layer. When the filling density of the
LPSS layer is optimized to 65%, the enhancement in the photocurrent and conversion efficiency of the 120 ◦ C-fabricated SCs
is as high as ∼15% and ∼6.9%, respectively. Accordingly, such
an LPSS light-trapping structure boosts efficiency of 120 ◦ C- and
140 ◦ C-fabricated cells to 7.3% and 8.5%, respectively. Since the
LPSS structure has a graded refractive index profile, it behaves
like a nearly omnidirectional antireflector, enhancing solar efficiency at a very large incident angle of illumination.
Index Terms—Omnidirectional reflector, photoresponse, silica
sphere, UV–visible.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ECAUSE of its low cost and low process thermal budget,
the n-i-p-type amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin-film solar
cell (SC) has emerged as a potential technique for flexible
photovoltaic applications. A highly stable and efficient a-Si
SC requires an absorber layer of low-defect density and high
spectrum utilization. Backside light-trapping schemes have
been widely demonstrated to maintain adequate solar efficiency
using thin absorber layers [1]. However, backside reflectors
may suffer some extent from the loss of the light-trapping
efficiency due to smooth frontside morphology, which is an
inevitable consequence of the deposition of a thick absorber
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layer on the backside reflector. An a-Si SC with a sophisticated nanostructured backside reflector, such as nanopillars and
nanodomes [2], typically has a solar efficiency below 6.5%.
The frontside dielectric nanoparticle (NP) scatters have been
recently proposed to improve the light-trapping efficiency of
SC [3], [4]. The light-trapping behavior of silica spheres is
dominated by a waveguide mode which scatters sunlight into
a-Si and results in the enhanced light absorption within the
SC [5], [6]. The light-trapping mechanism for loosely packed
submicrometer silica-sphere (LPSS) monolayer is completely
different from plasmonic behavior observed in metal NP-based
light-trapping structure [4], [6].
The introduction of dielectric spheres can modify the absorption band of the absorber layer depending on the sphere
size and the sphere filling density. Submicrometer-sized scatters
can increase the absorption rate of a-Si cell in the UV–visible
regime because the scatter size is comparable to the illumination wavelength [5], [6]. Furthermore, like pyramid-structured
SnO2 , the submicrometer dielectric sphere creates a graded
refractive index profile, which may enhance antireflection of
a-Si SC. It has been demonstrated that a closely packed silicasphere (CPSS) monolayer can improve omnidirectional antireflection characteristics of a-Si SC in the long wavelength
regime [7]; the CPSS structure is less effective, however, in the
short wavelength regime.
In this work, we synthesized an LPSS monolayer on the
low-defect a-Si stacks, which was prepared at 120 ◦ C and
140 ◦ C by high-density inductive-coupled plasma (ICP) deposition [8]. The frontside LPSS monolayer greatly enhances
the UV–visible photoresponse of the a-Si cell as a result of
the enhancement in light scattering by the submicrometer-sized
spheres and the formation of a graded refractive index profile
[9] that results in nearly omnidirectional antireflection.

II. E XPERIMENTS
The n-i-p-type a-Si multilayer (20-nm n-layer/400-nm intrinsic i-layer/12-nm p-layer) was deposited on the SnO2 : F substrate by high-density ICP technique at substrate temperatures
of 120 ◦ C and 140 ◦ C [8]. A contact of 80-nm-thick indium
tin oxide (ITO) and a 500-nm-thick Al metal grid were then
subsequently deposited on the ICP a-Si mutilayer. The sol–gel
method was used to synthesize negatively charged monodispersed submicrometer silica spheres at room temperature. The
as-prepared a-Si SC structure was then immersed in a mixture of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) and ethanol;
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Fig. 2. SEM images of the LPSS monolayer with a filling density of (a) 25%,
(b) 65%, and (c) closely packed. (d) Cross-sectional FIB-SEM image of the
LPSS-structured a-Si SC. (e) Haze ratio as a function of the light wavelength
for the a-Si SC with different LPSS filling densities. The sphere size in the
LPSS layer in all the figures is 400 nm.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic structure of the LPSS-capped a-Si SC and (b) simulated
normalized Jsc as a function of the sphere size and the filling density. The
simulated absorption rate of the LPSS monolayer (c) with a filling density of
65% for different sphere sizes and (d) with the 400-nm sphere for different
filling densities.

surface damage on the ITO can be avoided by using this
method. The APTMS is chemically bonded to ITO and electrostatically attached to silica sphere via the terminal ligand
(−C−NH+
2 ), which forms the self-assembly LPSS monolayer
on ITO. The angle-dependent reflectance measurement was
carried out using a xenon lamp with an illumination angle from
0 ◦ to 80 ◦ .
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic structure of the a-Si SC with
the LPSS light-trapping monolayer. In order to understand the
light-trapping of the cell in the UV–visible regime, in which the
a-Si exhibits the best quantum efficiency (QE), we first examined the dependence of light absorption on the particle size and
the filling density of the LPSS monolayer using the rigorouscoupled-wave-analysis simulation model. The filling density
was defined by the volume fraction of silica spheres in the LPSS
monolayer; a smaller filling density suggests a larger separation
between spheres (hereafter referred to as interspacing).
Fig. 1(b) shows the simulated dependence of the normalized
short-circuit current (Jsc ) of the a-Si cell on the particle size
and the filling density of the LPSS monolayer. The optimal
Jsc occurs to the cell with the LPSS layer using 400-nm-sized
silica spheres with a filling density of 65%. In contrast, the cell
with the LPSS layer using 1000-nm-sized spheres exhibits the
smallest Jsc for any filling density.
Fig. 1(c) shows the simulated absorption rate of the
a-Si cell with an LPSS filling density of 65% for different
sphere sizes. The absorption rate in the spectrum range of
400–550 nm increases with the size of the silica sphere as its
diameter increases from 100 to 400 nm. However, the absorption rate decreases when the diameter increases to 1000 nm.
The increase in UV–visible absorption for the 400-nm sphere

can be attributed to an enhancement in light scattering in the
LPSS monolayer due to the submicrometer-sized dielectric
scatter. According to Grandidier’s report, enhanced absorption
regime for dielectric-sphere-based light-trapping structure is
linearly proportional to the sphere diameter due to the optical
dispersion relation [6]. Therefore, the silica sphere scatters in
LPSS monolayer with the size of 400 nm can increase the
absorption rate of the a-Si cell in the UV–visible (400–550 nm)
regime.
From Fig. 1(d), the absorption rate of the a-Si cells with
400-nm-sized spheres increases, in terms of the LPSS filling
density, in the order 25% < 50% < CPSS < 65%. The combined simulation results of Fig. 1(c) and (d) suggest that an
optimal interspacing/diameter (I/D) ratio of the silica sphere
in the LPSS monolayer is required to achieve efficient light
trapping for the a-Si cell. Kroll et al. has shown that light
absorption by colloidal monolayer is greatly affected by the
I/D ratio of dielectric colloidal spheres [5]. Furthermore, the
I/D ratio can also affect the light reflectance of the cell due
to the formation of a graded refractive index profile in the
LPSS layer. An optimized ratio can result in a significant
light trapping in the short wavelength regime. The very low
absorption rate of the cell with the filling density of 25% may
be ascribed to that light scattering in the LPSS layer is not
sufficient to effectively couple into the a-Si absorber or that
an ideal graded refractive index profile is absent in the LPSS
layer. The simulation results are reasonably in agreement with
the experiment results discussed hereinafter.
Fig. 2(a)–(c) shows SEM images of the self-assembly LPSS
monolayers. The filling density is controlled from 25% to
the closely packed dispersion by adjusting the concentration
of APTMS. The focus-ion-beam (FIB)-induced SEM image
in Fig. 2(d) shows that the frontside of the a-Si layer has a
smoother morphology than the backside. To examine the effect
of the filling density on light scattering in the LPSS structure,
we measured the haze ratio of the SCs. The haze ratio (H) is
defined by H = Tdiﬀuse /Ttotal , where Tdiﬀuse and Ttotal are the
diffusive transmittance and the total transmittance, respectively.
A higher haze ratio indicates a higher diffusive transmittance,
suggesting an increase in the optical path and the photocurrent.
Fig. 2(e) shows that the haze ratio is the smallest for a filling
density of 25% and increases with the filling density. The haze
ratio saturates for a filling density higher than 50%. The high
haze ratio in the UV–visible regime (300–550 nm) implies a
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enhance the visible-near-infrared photoresponse of the desired
absorption band of a-Si and typically leads to a solar efficiency
less than 6.5%. This frontside LPSS design for the UV–visible
light trapping apparently outperforms the backside design. The
low-temperature fabrication method of a-Si SC with a lowdefect density is suitable for flexible SC applications.
In addition to the enhancement in light absorption of the a-Si
cell, the LPSS monolayer can also improve the omnidirectional
antireflection effect. Fig. 3(c) shows the reflectance distribution
map of the a-Si cell as a function of the light incident angle and
the wavelength. It can be clearly seen that the light reflectance
of the a-Si cell with the LPSS monolayer is greatly reduced at
large incident angles for the entire photoresponse band of a-Si
SC. As a consequence, the angular reflectance reduction of the
LPSS-structured a-Si cell can significantly improve the Jsc at
different light incident angles as shown in Fig. 3(d). The Jsc
enhancement due to the LPSS structure becomes clear at the
light incident angle larger than 40 ◦ .
Fig. 3. Photoresponse characteristics of the a-Si SC with (fill density of 65%)
and without the LPSS monolayer: (a) I–V and QE spectra of SCs prepared at
120 ◦ C and 140 ◦ C, (b) measured reflectance at normal light incident angle, (c)
reflectance distribution map, and (d) measured normalized Jsc as a function of
the light incident angle. The colored bar in (c) represents the magnitude of the
reflectance in percentage.
TABLE I
C ELL P ERFORMANCES OF THE 120 ◦ C- AND 140 ◦ C-FABRICATED a-SiSC S
W ITH AND W ITHOUT THE LPSS M ONOLAYER . T HE C ELL A REA I S 4 cm2

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have synthesized the LPSS monolayer at room temperature on ICP a-Si SC with a low-defect density. The high conversion efficiency of 8.5% is achieved for the LPSS-structured
a-Si cell by optimizing the sphere size and the filling density.
Furthermore, the LPSS monolayer results in a nearly omnidirectional antireflection for the a-Si SC, which is particularly
effective at a large incident angle. We believe that the low
thermal-budget fabrication method of the a-Si SC using the
self-assembly LPSS light-trapping structure is a promising
technique for flexible SC applications.
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